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C
at Ppalu, a 65’ sailing catamaran, offers a

leisurely 6 night liveaboard adventure in

paradise. Each Saturday, she sets sail from

Nassau, Bahamas to the Exuma Islands. Popular

with families and small groups, consider the Cat

Ppalu your very own floating bed and breakfast

with a captain and crew at your service. The

journey will take you to scuba dive pristine walls,

vibrant reefs, exciting swift drifts and blue holes!

Enjoy the gin clear waters of the central Bahamas

and visit excellent snorkeling sites, kayak the cays

and inlets, explore the many uninhabited islands

and beaches, and even fish for big game! Your

trip on Cat Ppalu includes open bar and all

beverages, all meals, water sports and diving are

included in the price.

https://allstarliveaboards.com/bahamas-diving-cat-ppalu/


accommodations

The Cat Ppalu can accommodate up to 12

passengers in 4 double cabins and 2 twin

bedded cabins. Since this charter vessel is 

a catamaran, there is plenty of space for

passengers to enjoy. The air conditioned

main salon area is spacious enough to seat

everyone together for meals and activities.

There are two electric pump heads and 

two fresh water showers to be shared by

guests. The forward trampoline area is the

place to congregate and hang out while

underway, enjoying the salt breeze and

luscious scenery of the islands.
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diving

The variety of diving available in the

Bahamas is amazing! There are beautiful

reefs at all depths, awe-inspiring walls,

swift drift dives, night dives, mysterious

blue holes and plentiful sharks! Cat Ppalu

offers as many as 19 dives per week for

those who wish to dive their way thru the

Exuma Cays! The snorkeling on most of

the dive sites is excellent too for those

that don’t dive but want to view the

brightly colored fish and vibrant corals.

Tanks and weights included. Compressor

on board.
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dining

Meals on the Cat Ppalu are skillfully

prepared by our chef and served buffet

style. American and Bahamian specialties

including freshly caught fish are featured

along with salads, fresh vegetables,

homemade desserts and fruits. Satisfying

snacks are served between meals.

Beverages offered onboard include tea,

coffee, juices, sodas, beer on tap, wine,

rum and vodka. Dietary needs, allergies

and your preferences are always

considered when creating the menu 

for the week.
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shore excursions

There are plenty of eco-adventures offered

in addition to scuba diving. Spend a few

hours or a few days snorkeling, kayaking or

stand up paddle boarding. Hike a nature

trail on a nearby island, sunbathe on a

deserted beach or try your hand at fishing.

This is your charter so the schedule and

how much diving and other activities to

plan is up to you. You can do as much or

as little as you like! The opportunities for

rest and relaxation, and diving and activities

are endless.

https://allstarliveaboards.com/bahamas-diving-cat-ppalu/#cp-eco


Cat Ppalu offers a leisurely 
liveaboard adventure in paradise
perfect for family and friends

https://allstarliveaboards.com/bahamas-diving-cat-ppalu/#cp-dive-map
https://vimeo.com/77662655
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All Star Liveaboards

US Reservations Office

204 Hospital Dr NE

Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548

800.327.9600

954.734.7111

catppalu@allstarliveaboards.com

BOOK
NOW...
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